
NYSDC RESOLUTION TO AMEND  ELECTION LAW  
TO END FUSION VOTING IN NEW YORK 

FALL MEETING September 23, 2016 
 
WHEREAS New York is one of just a few states that allows the practice called fusion 

voting which permits small political parties to cross-endorse major party candidates; and 
 
Whereas electoral fusion is an arrangement where two or more political parties on 

a ballot list the same candidate, pooling the votes for that candidate; and 
 
Whereas the practice of electoral fusion allows minor parties to disproportionately 

influence election results and policy by offering to endorse or nominate a major party's 
candidate; and  

 
Whereas in fusion voting states if a Republican or Democratic candidate runs on another 

line, the vote tallies in November from those secondary lines are not allowed to be combined 
with the totals cast for the candidate on the major party line; and 

 
. Whereas many such secondary parties cross-endorse so as to obtain enough votes in 

the November General election to maintain their party line, but do not legitimately procure 
enough signatures and therefore do not have the requisite number of committee members in a 
county to constitute a bona fide committee under election law; and 

 
Whereas because of the lack of a bona fide committee under election law, these 

secondary party leaders wield disproportionate political influence by essentially gaming the 
electoral process; and  

 
Whereas New York the Wilson Pakula Act of 1947 requires major party candidates who 

want to get on the ballot using a minor-party line without changing their primary party 
affiliation, to obtain approval from party leaders instead of through gathered signatures, and 

 
Whereas minor parties such as the Independence Party of New York are overtly pay-to-

play political entities; and  
 
Whereas even non-corrupt minor parties can be manipulated on a local level so that a 

regional party line of a minor party can have an agenda that directly contravenes the agenda of 
the minor Party, such as the Women’s Equality Party being run by anti-choice advocates in 
Dutchess County or the Working Families Party being controlled by Republicans in Rockland, 
and 

 
 
 
Whereas these kinds of takeovers once again demonstrate the undemocratic and out-

sized power and influence minor parties can obtain by gaming election law; and  
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Whereas many people register for the Independence Party on the voter registration 

form, thinking that they had chosen to be a non-affiliated voter; and many voters cast their 
votes on the Independence Party, incorrectly thinking they were choosing candidates with no 
party affiliation; and  

 
Whereas despite its name, the Independence Party is not a home for independent 

candidates, but rather the party usually cross-endorses Republican candidates in congressional 
and state legislative races; and  

 
Whereas these power ploys are additionally used to procure employment for members 

of these minor parties; and  
 

Whereas fusion voting can enable even Democratic candidates for office to subvert the 
will of Democratic voters, as may occur in Syracuse where Senator Dave Valesky despite losing 
the Democratic primary is still on the November ballot on the Independence Party and 
Women’s Equality Party lines and may cost the Democrats that seat; and  

 
Whereas when the Independence Party in New York was instrumental in funding and 

supporting the IDC who in turn enabled the Republican Senate majority, killing critical 
legislation that would have improved the lives of the majority of New Yorkers, not merely the 
wealthy or well-connected few; and  
 

 
Whereas candidates for office should support increased political transparency and 

honesty by choosing a party line that best represents their political opinions and allowing the 
voters of New York to clearly assess their political values; and 

 
Whereas the State Committee members of the New York State Democratic Committee 

are proud to be Democrats and wish to encourage candidates to run as Democrats and not 
dilute the political power and reach of our party;  

 
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the New York State Democratic Committee believes it 

is past time to end the practice of fusion voting in New York as this practice undermines good 
government and misleads voters regarding where candidates stand on important issues; and  

 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the New York State Democratic Committee calls upon the 

Governor, the Senate and the Assembly to immediately amend New York election law and rid 
our great state of the deception and undemocratic process of fusion voting.  
 
  
 
 


